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ABSTRACT
In this investigation, TiO 2 thin films were synthesized by vacuum
evaporation technique on glass substrates at room temperature. The films
were then annealed at 200 and 250ºC in air for a period of 1 hour. The optical
characterizations of the as deposited and annealed films were carried out
using UV–VIS transmittance spectroscopy in the wavelength range 300–
900 nm in order to calculate the optical constants such as refractive index,
extinction coefficient, real and imaginary parts of dielectric constant. Results
illustrate that refractive index, extinction coefficient, both the real and
imaginary parts of dielectric constant and the optical conductivity of the
films are increasing with increasing annealing temperature, on the other
hand, the value of the skin depth is found to be decreases as the annealing
temperature increased to 250ºC, so the skin depth is a transmittance related.
 2014 Trade Science Inc. - INDIA

INTRODUCTION
Considerable interest has been generated in recent
years, researchers and engineers paid special attention
to TiO2 thin films, which have many applications in catalysis, photocatalysis and solar cells[1-6]. TiO2 is a wide
band gap semiconductor (3.03 eV for rutile and 3.18
for anatase) and can only absorb about 5% of sunlight
in the ultraviolet light region, which largely limits its practical applications because of the lower utility of sunlight
and quantum yield. Various researchers started to investigate ways of immobilizing TiO2 particles, for example in thin film form[7,8]. Actually thin film technique is
becoming a standard for preparation of TiO2-based
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photocatalysts. One of the advantages of thin film
photocatalysts is that the catalyst layer may be connected to an external power source to reduce the recombination of UV-activated electrons and holes and
thus, the efficiency of the catalyst is increased.
Formation of a particular phase depends on the
nature of the starting material, its composition, deposition method, and annealing temperatures. Many deposition methods have been used to prepare TiO2 films,
including thermal[9], Plasma spray[10], anodic[11], ion
beam[12], sol–gel method[13], chemical vapor deposition[14], spray pyrolysis[15], plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition[16], pulsed laser deposition[17], and RF
sputtering method[18], evaporation[19]. Each one of these
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methods has its own benefits which can be used to obtain films with specific characterizations.
Many researches have been devoted to study the
fabrication and characterization of TiO2 thin films[20-25].
In this study, the optical characteristics of TiO2 films
deposited by vacuum evaporation technique on glass
substrates are reported. The optical constants of the
films were examined and the effect of annealing temperature upon the optical properties of the films was
investigated.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
TiO2 thin films were prepared by vacuum evaporation technique onto glass substrates at room temperature under vacuum 10-5mbar. Ti metal (99.99% purity)
provided by (Fluka chemicals Germany). Film thickness was checked by an interferometric method[26], and
it was found to be 300nm. The oxide was then formed
by thermal oxidation at 500C for 45min. Optical transmittance was recorded with a double beam Shimadzu
UV-VIS spectrophotometer in the wavelength range
300–900 nm. The effect of annealing temperatures on
the optical properties was investigated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Information concerning optical transmittance is im-

portant in evaluating the optical performance of conductive oxide films. The spectral dependences of T and
R of the as-prepared TiO2 films and the films after anneal to 200 and 250ºC are shown in Figures 1 and 2
respectively. The results indicate that T increases with
the increasing of the incident photons wavelength ë, and
decreases with the increasing of annealing temperature.
One can notice that the spectral dependences of both
T and R of all films as a function of ë in the high absorption region (ë < 1000 nm) is characterized by drastic
change of both T and R as a function of ë in which
T+R<1 where the optical constants were determined.
Figure 1 announces that the percentage of transmission
is approximately 45% in the visible region consequently;
the transmittance inferred that spin coated TiO2 films
could be used for optical coating applications. The
wavelength of the film absorption edge is 290 nm approximately. These results were in a good agreement
with that obtained by El-Nahass et al.[27].
Figure 2 shows that in the visible region, the reflectance values were observed between 0.38% and
0.45%. The reflectance of all films had a common tendency that the values increased with the increase of the
wavelength. It is seen that the reflectance is limited only
by the surface reflectance of about 40% in the visible
region.
The optical properties of TiO2 thin films by means
of optical absorption in the UV-VIS region of (300–

Figure 1 : Transmittance versus wavelength for as deposited and annealed TiO2 thin films
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Figure 2 : Reflectance versus wavelength for as deposited and annealed TiO2 thin films

900) nm have been investigated. The absorption coefficient (á) could be calculated using the following relation[28]:
(1)

Where (A) is the absorption and (t) is the film thickness. Figure 3 shows the dependence of the absorption
coefficient () of TiO2 thin films on the wavelength at
two annealing temperatures 200 and 250ºC. It is seen
that with increasing annealing temperature the absorp-

tion edge shifts to the higher wavelength direction. This
result proves that upon increasing the annealing temperature, the absorption edge of TiO2 films moves to
visible spectrum range, which indicates that the films
are sensitive to visible light. The blue shift in the absorption band edge has been claimed as a consequence
of exciton confinement with decrease particle size (the
so-called quantum-size effect) in TiO2[29]. Serpone et.
al.[30] indicated that the blue-shifted absorption thresholds in TiO2 small particles are direct transition in an

Figure 3 : Absorption coefficient versus wavelength for TiO2 thin films
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Figure 4 : Refractive index versus wavelength for as deposited and annealed TiO2 thin films

otherwise indirect band gap semiconductor instead of
quantum-size effect. Deloach et. al.[31] recently reported
that the blue shift of optical energy gap is due to the
change of the energy gap of the disorder crystal in TiO2
films. The optical energy gaps of the films decrease from
3.25 to 2.95eV when the annealing temperature increases to 250ºC. From the result, it is believed that
the blue shift of absorption band edge might due to the
change of the energy gap of the disorder crystal in TiO2
films.

Refractive index of the films is an important parameter for optoelectronic devices design. In order to calculate the optical constant refractive index (n) and the
extinction coefficient (k) of the films at different wavelengths, we can use the following relations[32]:
n = [1 +R/1 – R] + [4R / (1-R)2 – k2 ]1/2

(2)

k = áë/4ð

(3)

Where (á) is the absorption coefficient and ë is the
wavelength. The refractive index of the films was cal-

Figure 5 : Extension coefficient versus wavelength for as deposited and annealed TiO2 thin films
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Figure 6 : Real part of the dielectric constant for as deposited and annealed TiO2 films

culated by using Eq. (1) and the variation of refractive
index with wavelength for the films is shown in Figure
4. All films showed similar behavior in refractive index
spectra which is a gradually decreases with increasing
wavelength. It can be noticed that the refractive index
of the films that annealed to 200 and 250ºC is increased.
This increase may be attributed to higher packing density and change in crystalline structure, Many researchers reported that annealing treatment caused refractive

index to increase due to the enhancement of crystallization[33-35]. Refractive index values of the samples have
varied between (4.2–4.8) at long wavelengths.
The calculated values of extinction coefficient, k
versus ë for TiO2 films are illustrated in Figure 5. It
could be noticed that k values increases with increasing
the wavelength and also increased as the films annealed
to 200 and 250ºC, such results was also confirmed by
Hasan et. al.[36].

Figure 7 : Imaginary part of the dielectric constant for as deposited and annealed TiO2 films
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The obtained values of n and k were used to calculate both å1 and imaginary å2 parts of the dielectric constant and they were obtained using the formulas[37]:

 1 = n2 –k2
 2 = 2nk

(4)
(5)

Where å1 determines the maximum energy that can be
stored in the material, å2 also is called the relative loss
factor and represents the absorption of electrical en-

ergy by a dielectric material that is subjected to an alternating electromagnetic field. The variation of both
real å1 and imaginary å2 parts of the dielectric constant
for all TiO2 films (before and after annealing) as a function of wavelength are shown in Figures 6 and 7. It can
be noticed that the values of the real part are higher
than those of the imaginary part. The å1 increase forward as the wavelength increases and display a maximum starting around 340nm which corresponds to di-

Figure 8 : Skin depth versus wavelength for as deposited and annealed TiO2 thin films

Figure 9 : Optical conductivity versus wavelength for as deposited and annealed TiO2 films
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rect energy gap. Also the values of real and imaginary
parts of the dielectric are found to be increases after
annealing.
The skin depth could be calculated using the following relation[38]:
÷ = ë / 2ðk

(6)

Where ë is the wavelength of the incident photon, k is
the extinction coefficient. Figure 8 show the variation of
skin depth as a function of wavelength for all films. It is
clear from the figure that the skin depth increase as the
wavelength increase, this behavior could be seen in all
samples, but the skin depth decreases as the annealing
temperature increases to 250ºC, which means that the
skin depth is a transmittance related.
The optical conductivity was calculated using the
relation[39]:
ó = á n c / 4ð

(7)

Where (c) is the velocity of light.
Figure 9 shows the variation of optical conductivity
with the wavelength. It was observed that the optical
conductivity increases with the increasing of annealing
temperature. It can be noticed that the optical conductivity for all films increased in the high photon energies
region and decreased in the low photon energy region,
this decrease is due to the low absorbance of the films
in that region. It is seen that the optical conductivity
decreases with increasing wavelength, which has drastically increased corresponding to the absorption edge
and the optical gap. This suggests that the increase in
optical conductivity is due to electrons excited by photon energy. The origin of this increasing may be attributed to some changes in the structure due to the annealing and the charge ordering effect [68].
CONCLUSION
TiO2 thin films have been successfully deposited onto
a glass substrate by vacuum evaporation technique. All
samples were optically characterized by using UV-VIS
technique and the results were systematically presented.
It was found that the transmittance of the TiO2 films in
the visible domain reaches 45% in a large spectral range.
Results indicate that the optical parameters are strongly
dependent on annealing, as the annealing temperature
increases, the energy gap of the TiO2 films decreases to
Nano Sci enc e and Nano Te chnolo gy
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2.95eV. The refractive index, the extinction coefficient,
the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant,
and the optical conductivity was calculated and they
are tending to decrease with increasing annealing temperature, on the other hand the skin depth increases
with increasing annealing temperature. These present
observations can help improve the understanding of the
optical parameters of TiO2 thin films.
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